Editorial policy
Roundabout aims to promote local events, groups and businesses and to
keep everyone informed of anything that affects our community. We avoid
lending support (in the form of articles) to any social, political or religious
causes, and we reserve the right to amend or omit any items submitted.
The final decision rests with the editors.
While Roundabout is supported by Woodhouse Parish Council, we rely on
advertisements to pay production costs, and we accept advertisements for
local businesses as well as those that publicise charitable and fund-raising
events. Brief notification of events in the ‘What’s on’ schedule is free.
Copyright in any articles published is negotiable but normally rests with
Roundabout. We apologise for any errors that might occur during
production and will try to make amends in the following issue.
Roundabout needs your input. For guidelines on submission, please see
inside the back cover.
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McClelland, Grahame Sibson and Andy Thomson.
Editor for this issue: David McClelland
Desk-top publishing (page layout) for this issue: Roger Berkeley
Cover (Autumn): Neil Robinson / Andy Thomson
Printing: Loughborough University Printing Services
Advertising managers: Amanda and Andrew Garland
Distribution managers: Mary and Peter Cheyney
Roundabout is available to read or download from the parish council
website at www.woodhouseparishcouncil.org.uk/roundabout.html
Distribution: Roundabout is delivered by volunteers to every address within
the parish boundary – just under 1,000 households and businesses,
including all the surrounding farms. Please let us know if any house or
business in Woodhouse Parish is not receiving Roundabout, or if you can
help out with deliveries.
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Editor’s note
With nights now drawn-in and social lives still restricted, I hope this
November 2020 issue offers some hope, joy and purpose. Whether it’s
collecting ‘advent windows’ around the villages, helping to preserve our
precious hedgehog population, or searching for the hidden angels in our
midst, there is plenty here to make light work of the darker evenings ahead.
This issue is my first holding the magazine’s editorial reins and, while my
job here is to enable others to write, I would like to take this opportunity to
express my gratitude to the Roundabout production team for their warm
welcome, and to everybody who contributes to the magazine – without your
generosity in time and spirit our community would be far poorer.
David McClelland

Parish council news
Welbeck College fireworks display
On Sunday, 8th November, Welbeck College will be holding its annual
fireworks display which will start at approximately 7.00pm and finish by
8.30pm.
Remembrance Sunday
Due to the current climate we will not be holding a Remembrance Sunday
parade this year. Reverend Lisa Temperley-Barnes will be holding prayers
at both memorials. The parish council will be laying a wreath in both
Woodhouse and Woodhouse Eaves.
More information on Remembrance Sunday in ‘News in brief’ below, page 9.

Public telephone box
BT is undertaking a consultation to remove a number of public phone boxes
in the borough. The phone box situated on Main Street is one of the chosen
ones due to a significant decrease in use. The parish council has objected
to the removal of this phone as it feels it is still essential for the welfare of
the community.
Nuisance vandalism
We have experienced some vandalism to the basketball court, where newly
installed metal chain nets to one of the hoops have been damaged after
only a week of being up. There have also been recent incidents of graffiti to
the pavilion roof and the youth shelter at the sports court. The police are
increasing patrols in the area.
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Parish council meetings
Parish council meetings are being held virtually for the foreseeable future.
Members of the public are very welcome to join the meetings and details of
how to connect via Zoom.us are published on the agenda, which is
uploaded on to our website three working days prior to a meeting. Our next
parish council meeting is on Monday, 2nd November at 6.45pm.
Please contact me with any news or issues at
clerk@woodhouseparishcouncil.org.uk You can also phone the office on
(01509) 891299. Keep in touch on our Woodhouse Parish Council
Facebook page.
Emma Crowe, Clerk to Woodhouse Parish Council

Charnwood Borough Council news
Planning update
I said I would keep you informed about the outcome of the planning
application for 11 Windmill Rise, Woodhouse Eaves. The application was
determined by a Plans Committee at Charnwood Borough Council. I spoke
at the meeting along with neighbours opposed to the proposal. I am pleased
to report that the decision was to refuse permission.
Among the reasons for refusal were that the immediate area is
characterised by single-storey dwellings of relatively uniform design and
scale, many of which share common architectural features; it was
considered that this would create an incongruous feature within the street
scene at this prominent corner location that would be visually harmful.
May I take this opportunity to thank the residents who came forward to
express their concerns and objections to the Plans Committee. In my view,
it does make a difference when residents do take the opportunity to speak
directly, giving details of how the proposal would affect them if permission
were granted. Full details of the refusal can be found on Charnwood
Borough Council’s website under planning application P/20/0829/2.
I have received information about a replacement dwelling at 1 Main Street,
Woodhouse Eaves. Until I more fully understand this proposal, I have
‘called in’ this application to be determined by a Plans Committee. Full
details can be viewed on Charnwood Borough Council’s website under
planning application P/20/1543/2.
You may by now have heard about a pre-application for a reduced number
of dwellings on the site adjacent to Maplewell Road, Woodhouse Eaves.
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This is the same site where a previous application for up to 50 dwellings
was refused by Charnwood Borough Council and an appeal dismissed by a
Government Inspector.
I will keep residents informed if and when a planning application is
submitted to the council.
Charnwood Community Heroes
Residents are being urged to enter nominations for Charnwood Community
Heroes 2020.
The awards, run by Charnwood Borough Council, are a chance to thank
people, groups and organisations who have carried out a good deed, no
matter how small or large, in their community.
It could be someone who has helped a neighbour, raised funds or is always
there for others. It could be a group, organisation or business which has
carried out some excellent work in the last 12 months. While there is not a
special Covid-19 category, the council welcomes nominations in each of the
categories for those who have gone above and beyond during the
pandemic.
Covid-19 has meant that the award presentation will be a virtual event this
year, presented on the Charnwood Community Heroes and council
Facebook pages throughout the day on Saturday, 12th December 2020.
There are nine categories to enter plus the Harry Cook Award, which is
awarded to someone who has made an outstanding contribution to the
community.
To find out more about the awards, details on the categories and how to
nominate please visit www.charnwood.gov.uk/heroes
Loughborough Local Testing Site
There is a walk-through Covid-19 Local Testing Site in Limehurst Avenue,
Loughborough.
Local Testing Sites are designed to supplement existing testing routes such
as regional and mobile testing units. They are part of a national network
being created by the government.
The concept behind a walk-through Local Testing Site is that it is aimed at
those without a car who are unable to use a drive-through test site. The site
offers walk-through appointments only. Appointments can be booked at
nhs.uk/coronavirus or by calling 119.
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Please only book a test if you have one of the symptoms of Covid-19, such
as a high temperature, a new continuous cough or loss of smell or taste.
Users attending the site will be asked to self-swab. This location for the
walk-through site was chosen by the NHS Test and Trace Service and
Public Health.
Cllr David Snartt

News in brief
Remembrance Service update
Normally we would gather together in St Paul’s or St Mary-in-the-Elms
Churches and then at the village war memorial for our annual
Remembrance Service to honour the fallen. However, this year of 2020 has
been anything but normal as we navigate our way through Covid-19 and get
used to the ‘new normal’, in wearing face coverings, keeping social distance
and observing government guidelines.
So, because of an increase in Covid infections, it is with a heavy heart that
we have taken the decision not to have our annual Remembrance Service
and parade this year.
But we will not forget the fallen, and instead will be having prayers at both of
the village war memorials from 10.45am, where representatives from the
young people uniformed organisations, the parish council and the WI will be
invited to lay their wreaths. Understandably, this is subject to any
government measures and restrictions that may come in the weeks of
uncertainty ahead.
As lovely as it would be to have everyone as normal, I am sure you will
agree that it would be irresponsible to encourage any large gatherings and
put others at risk. So, I encourage you to join in on Remembrance Sunday
by standing outside your front door or from the comfort of your armchair at
10.45am.
For a service sheet please contact Revd Lisa (01509) 890 972.
Alternatively, you can log onto the AChurchNearYou website:
• St Paul’s: www.achurchnearyou.com/church/5286/
• St Mary’s: www.achurchnearyou.com/church/5285/
However, if you do come to the prayers at the village memorial, please
observe the two-metre social distance from those not in your own
household and I encourage you to wear a face covering.
Reverend Lisa Temperley-Barnes
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Lest We Forget
They shall grow not old, as we that are left
grow old;
Age shall not weary them, nor the years
condemn,
At the going down of the sun and in the
morning,
We will remember them.
When you go home, tell them of us and say,
‘For their tomorrow, we gave our today.’
Coffee Morning for Macmillan
Every year millions of us raise money to support Macmillan nurses by
hosting Coffee and Cake Mornings. This year Victoria Road held its own
event and raised £507 for this very worthy cause.
It was a lovely morning;
even the sun managed
to shine. The biggest
shine, though, came
from the amazing array
of cakes made.
Surprisingly, of the
many buns, scones,
cupcakes and cakes,
all were different. There
was something for
everyone, including
Victoria Road residents raising money for cancer care.
gluten-free and vegan
cakes. Needless to say, we had hardly a crumb left over.
The Bindleys generously opened their garage and turned it into a cake
shop, and thanks are due to everyone who made the morning a success,
including the friends and neighbours who gave their labour or came along
with donations of their cakes and cash.
The good weather meant that social distancing was easily organised and
there were several tables and chairs for groups of six or fewer, though some
people took their coffee and cake back to their doorsteps to enjoy.
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This was a lovely sociable event which seemed to give us all a boost while
raising money for Macmillan nurses, at a time when charities are struggling
more than ever.
Sue Palfrey
We’re loving angels again!
Do you remember last year when a
group of us from the churches invited
you to display an angel ‘in plain sight’
somewhere on your property? Angels
were popping up in all sorts of places.
Thank you, they were noticed.
This year, more than ever before, we
need something positive to look forward
to at Christmas, especially as we may
not be able to gather together in the
usual ways.
So, once more you are invited to ‘hide’
an angel or angels somewhere where
they can be seen from the street. After
all, angels were pretty important at the
first Christmas.
Look out for angels hiding in
They can be made from any material,
neighbours’ gardens this Christmas.
and any size or shape. You can choose
when in December to display your angel. Then all of us can look to see how
many angels we can spot in the villages. Expect to be surprised where you
will see them – they might get everywhere! Happy looking.
Siân Mollart

Village ‘advent windows’
As the darker evenings creep up on us and thoughts turn to Christmas, why
don’t we try to create a living advent calendar this December in Woodhouse
and Woodhouse Eaves?
I wondered if residents would be interested in creating ‘advent windows'
around both villages, for people to enjoy?
The idea is that 24 houses each create an advent window – a scene in a
window that can be seen from the street. House number one displays and
lights up its window on 1st December. On 2nd December, house number
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one and house number two light up their windows, and so on, so that by
Christmas Eve there would be 24 windows around the villages which people
could walk around and discover at their leisure.
The design can be as simple or elaborate as you choose. There is plenty of
inspiration on Pinterest. If you do not have a suitable window, or a window
that can be seen from the road, you could perhaps create a window frame
in your front garden?
If you are interested in participating and live in a house that has a window
that can clearly be seen from the street without people coming on to your
property (or you could create a ‘window’ in your garden), and are happy to
keep the window illuminated each evening from when is ‘opened’ until after
Christmas, then please let me know by emailing Emma Crowe at
clerk@woodhouseparishcouncil.org.uk by Saturday, 7th November, so that
we can see if there is sufficient interest to make this workable.
Please include your name and address, your email, and any preference you
have about dates.
Please be aware that by agreeing to participate, you are also agreeing to
have your address identified on the list (which would be shared also on our
parish council Facebook page as well as distributed in the next issue of
Roundabout), so people can look for your window.
Emma Crowe, Clerk to Woodhouse Parish Council

Neighbourhood Watch changes
We are delighted to announce even more changes within the leadership of
Woodhouse Neighbourhood Watch that are further signs of reinvigoration.
Sadly, after 25 years of service, Mervyn Greenhalgh is standing down as
chair, but remaining on the committee to help with continuity and
recruitment. Although his own statement is below, we must stress that the
Neighbourhood Watch, in its heyday and as it currently stands, is very much
the result of Mervyn's labours. His tenacity made it grow and helped it
survive some lean years. We thank him greatly.
More expertise arrives. We now have Helen Horne as chair. Helen has lived
in the village for 30 years and been involved in a number of community
groups including the governing body at St Paul’s Church of England
Primary School. Her professional role is managing a team of researchers at
University Hospitals of Leicester and involves straddling the inputs and
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processes of many organisations, from ethics committees to hospital and
university departments. She therefore brings a considerable set of skills to
the role of chair.
We are still hoping to attract more members to help. Our intention is to have
many people active so that individual workload is small. Please email
NHW@skillsapplied.co.uk if you want to discuss this with one of us. By the
time of the next Roundabout we hope already to have announced more
information directly to members.
John Owens, on behalf of Woodhouse Neighbourhood Watch
Not quite goodbye
Approximately 25 years ago I relaunched Woodhouse Neighbourhood
Watch, using emails and word of mouth in a cascade system to
communicate with residents, and keep them informed about local crime and
crime prevention.
We obtained permission from approximately 120 residents to use their
email addresses and formed 22 individual schemes, each comprising 20
households on average. Each scheme had a coordinator who was
responsible for cascading information to their groups by email or word of
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mouth. The system worked well because of the efforts and enthusiasm of
individuals. We were also fortunate to have the support of numerous
community policemen and PCSOs.
It worked best when we were given speedy access to local incidents,
allowing us to circulate details and request any information that could help
the police with their enquiries. We did enjoy some success and were also
able to communicate personal and home crime prevention advice.
Over time, the flow of information from the authorities ebbed and waned,
but has also changed in nature. There are also new crimes to avoid. Our
own role and activity should therefore change.
I firmly believe that there is a future for Woodhouse Neighbourhood Watch,
but it needs new management and a new direction that meets the current
needs of the community. I am happy to still lend my support, but not to run
any new scheme. I welcome Helen Horne as chair and Ted Chapman as
new expertise and wish them good luck.
Mervyn Greenhalgh

Fancy a creative ‘Plastic Free’ project this winter?
Woodhouse Eaves Plastic Free
group has been making Morsbags
(reusable shopping bags) for many
months now. We have passed our
100th bag and continue to make
and give away bags via Agora in
Woodhouse Eaves.
Thank you to everyone who has
donated fabric that would have
otherwise ended up in landfill. We
have turned old duvet covers,
curtains and tablecloths into
shopping bags that will last. A
plastic shopping bag will be used
for minutes but will be around for
hundreds of years.

Help turn unwanted fabric into a sustainable
shopping companion.

Sadly, we have once again had to postpone our Big Sew event where we
planned to make a number of bags for a spring giveaway. The group has,
however, been busy cutting up kits to make the bags.
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If you fancy a sewing project for the winter months, do get in touch and we
can provide you with kits, instructions and a ‘how to’ film. They are not hard
(all straight-line sewing!). A perfect project to dust off the sewing machine
and get creating!
We are planning a socially distanced giveaway in Loughborough Market in
the spring and would be grateful for any bags created. Alternatively, you
could gift them for Christmas – a perfect alternative, plastic-free reusable
stocking!
For more information, please email wheplasticfree@hotmail.com or check
the WHE Plastic Free website.
Gemma Andrews

Hedgehog Highways project
Question: Why did the hedgehog cross the road?
Answer: To see his flat mate.
This joke, familiar to older generations, has almost lost its meaning for
younger people. Do you remember the last time you saw a hedgehog –
dead or alive? Most children, even those in rural locations, have never seen
one.
In our parish we are fortunate to be surrounded by countryside, so it surely
follows that we are surrounded by wildlife too? Sadly, the reality is that the
surrounding farmland is a desert as far as most wildlife is concerned.
Modern farming methods have damaged and depleted habitats, reducing
species to critical levels. When did you last see a plough eagerly followed
by flocks of birds looking for tasty invertebrate snacks freshly upturned in
the soil? Due to the constant applications of fertilisers, pesticides and
herbicides, most agricultural land is barren of wildlife.
Hedgehogs are virtually extinct outside urban areas, warns John Clarkson,
head of conservation for Leicestershire and Rutland Wildlife Trust. As urban
areas have become a last refuge for many species, our gardens are an
amazing resource that can play a crucial role in supporting critically
endangered British wildlife.
There are three simple ways in which we can help hedgehogs:
Firstly, the clue is in their name. As omnivores, they forage in hedgerow
margins and among undisturbed areas of vegetation. Their varied diet
includes insects, snails, frogs, berries and birds’ eggs. Leaving garden
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margins unmown and untended gives them, and a lot of other wildlife,
access to food. If you are lucky enough to attract hedgehogs, you will hear
them noisily grunting and snuffling for food under cover of darkness. You
can supplement their diet with cat or dog food, but never milk, which makes
them ill. A large plant pot saucer of water is ideal.
Secondly, they need shelter. They will often find this for themselves; under
sheds, log piles or in compost heaps, using deciduous leaves as nest
material. Hedgehog shelters can also be bought or made from recycled
materials. As hedgehogs seek hibernation shelters at this time of year, we
should check bonfires carefully before lighting them. Lighting bonfires from
one side gives hedgehogs an additional chance to escape.
Finally, hedgehogs need
more than a single garden.
They need to be able to
travel around a mile a night
in order to access sufficient
food and to search for
mates. Providing small
gaps at ground level
between all our gardens is
crucial in allowing their
movement and promoting
future generations.
Access holes only need to
be 13cm x 13cm, which is
too small for most pets.

Hedgehog highways between gardens can help our spiky
friends to thrive.

The Hedgehog Highways project encourages residents of Woodhouse and
Woodhouse Eaves to follow these three easy steps so together we can
boost hedgehog populations in both our villages, enabling children and
future generations to enjoy them too.
In order to monitor the effectiveness of the project, we would like to record
current hedgehog numbers within the parish. We will then be able to
compare current numbers to findings in future years.
Please email your hedgehog sightings - dead or alive - since January with
approximate date and place to:
tree.warden@woodhouseparishcouncil.org.uk
Cathy Schou, Maggie Moorland and Kate Moore,
Woodhouse Parish Tree and Heritage Wardens
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Maplewell, the early years
In several books Maplewell
(sometimes spelt
Mapplewell) is referred to
as an ‘enclosure’, although
in fact it is a relic of the
extinct parish of MaplewellLongdale whose 250 acres
were merged into the
parish of Woodhouse
Eaves in 1895. The
‘Longdale’ name survives
on two slate boundary
stones barely 50 yards
apart on the roadside at
the Brand end of the lost
parish.
In 1528 ‘Mapulwell’ is
included in the
possessions of Thomas
Cotton esq. who was lord
of the manor of
Thurcaston, which he had
inherited from the
Two views of Maplewell Hall, circa 1905.
Falconer family. Thomas’
widow remarried a
Babyngton and it was her daughter Katherine (wife of Richard Grosvenor of
Eaton, Cheshire) who received Maplewell on her mother’s death.
It descended to Nicholas Grosvenor who, in 1617, was sued by Thomas
Rawlins for not paying his ‘levies’ (taxes). Grosvenor’s refusal to pay was
based on the fact that Maplewell was ‘under obligation’ to the Manor of
Barrow-upon-Soar despite its proximity to Woodhouse Eaves. In 1570
Nicholas possessed 200 acres of ‘underwood’ called Maplewell, which he
had reclaimed from wasteland and attempted to cultivate. However, he
feared that doing so would increase the land’s rateable value. So, Nicholas
‘did cunningly devise how he might for ever deceive the authorities in the
payment of tithes’. Apparently, Nicholas entered into some shady
transactions bribing some local law officials ‘with £30 or £40’ to swear that
Maplewell should only be subject to the rate tithe for ‘scrub land’ of 3s. 4d.
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He got away with it and set about cultivating the land. Several years passed
and Sir William Herrick bought Beaumanor and the tithes of Woodhouse
and Barrow – including Maplewell. After taking up residence at Beaumanor
it was not long before Grosvenor and Herrick fell out once again over the
payment of tithes.
Nicholas’ third wife
(Elizabeth Whatton)
already had a son
Geoffrey. It appears
Geoffrey co-owned
Maplewell with his
stepfather. When
Nicholas died in 1629
he left his sons from
previous marriages
‘one shilling apiece.’
With Elizabeth
appointed as executrix
Lithograph image of Maplewell in 1893 when the house was
(I did not know a female sold by the Salt family.
executor was called
this) she and Geoffrey took possession of Maplewell rather than Nicholas’
eldest son and natural heir, Francis Grosvenor. Elizabeth and Geoffrey
continued to dispute tithes and levies with the Herricks for several more
years. A deposition by Elizabeth in 1636 revealed some interesting facts
and figures about Maplewell and its residents. Elizabeth states she resided
at Maplewell for 37 years (1590-1627) before moving to Leicester ‘nine
years previous.’ She reveals she was born in Swithland ‘69 years ago’
(b.1568) and remembers Maplewell being built 50 years ago (c.1586) on a
site ‘called by some Maplewell Nunnery.’ Her statement was confirmed by a
local carpenter, Francis Hall, who added that the nunnery was once
surrounded by a moat. (This moated site has since been identified in what
is now part of the Lingdale Golf Course). Subsequent to this deposition son
Geoffrey (still presumably living at Maplewell) continued to refuse to pay
any levies to Woodhouse Chapel asserting (quite rightly) that the Maplewell
enclosure was in Barrow-upon-Soar not Woodhouse parish.
In 1673 the Comptons of Derby took over the old mansion, but at some time
after this the house was demolished and the site cleared. Subsequently, a
new house was built on top of the hill at some point in the late 1860s to
early 1870s by William Heygate. That house later passed through the
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ownership of the Ashton, Salt and Fox families before being acquired by
Herbert Schofield and becoming a hall of residence for Loughborough
college students in the early 1950s. From 1953 until the present day it has
remained a local authority special school where I had the pleasure to work
for nearly 35 years.
Mark Temple

Over the radar
There has been quite an event in my back garden recently – the return of
the collared dove. For the last few years, when I put food on my bird table
the first arrivals were always collared doves. They were as regular as
clockwork. Then, quite suddenly, they disappeared. My last record was for
the week beginning 3rd November 2019; after that – nothing.
The collared dove is a recent immigrant. Sixty years ago, a record of a
collared dove in my back garden would have been of national importance in
the world of bird watchers. This led me to think of all those other bird
species that have appeared recently. Some, of course, are coming back to
these shores having been ousted, usually by human activity; species such
as the sea eagle and the red kite, admittedly with human assistance. These
species are raptors and compete with us for food. To the Victorian mind this
was unforgivable – they had to go. Sea eagles went; red kites were reduced
to a few breeding in a valley in Wales. Now they are back, thanks to
re-introductions.
Then there are species such as Savi’s warbler, which lived in the reeds
surrounding the wetlands of the fens that were drained by man. More
recently we have set up nature reserves with reeds, and Savi’s warblers
have come back of their own accord; no trumpeting, no fuss. Recently, both
European cranes and white storks have bred again, the latter admittedly
with human intervention.
Following the winds of change
Then there are species which, according to the textbook, should not be here
at all – yet they are. So, for example, what do the textbooks say about great
white herons, little egrets (a species of heron) and Cetti’s warblers, species
that at one time could be seen only on Mediterranean holidays? I delved
into the books to find out. To start with, Saunders’ British Birds from 1889
describes the herons as of a ‘more southern’ habitat and very unusual in
this country. He mentions neither Cetti’s warbler nor the collared dove. By
1940 Witherby et al. had written the Handbook of British Birds, in five
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volumes. It records that there were three records of Cetti’s warbler (all shot,
as was the custom in those days); the herons were unchanged, and no
collared doves. Cramp et al. in 1985 (Handbook of the Birds of Europe) tell
a different story. Collared doves are
everywhere, as are Cetti’s warblers (I
have heard them singing in
Watermead Country Park) and little
egrets.
What of the collared dove? According
to Salim Ali and Ripley’s Handbook of
the Birds of India and Pakistan, they
are ‘resident from Hungary over S.E.
Europe, Turkestan, North China and
Japan, south to Palestine (their
words), Iraq, Persia (sic) and West
China’. They are ‘resident but subject
to marked seasonal migrations’.
Cramp states that their ‘habitat has
changed considerably during a major
range expansion’, that they preferred
in ‘India, dry, deciduous country’ while
in western Europe ‘mixed habitats’.
They have expanded since the mid1930s; no explanation to date.

Eurasian collared dove.

Are they a good addition to our fauna? The Victorians would note that their
food is ‘cereal grains, seeds and fruits (mainly berries)’ and shoot them on
sight. For me, they make a change on my bird table from wood pigeons.
They are welcome to the bird seed.
Dr D McNeil
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November in the Cottage Garden
November comes
And November goes,
With the last red berries
And the first white snows.
With night coming early,
And dawn coming late,
And ice in the bucket
And frost by the gate.
The fires burn
And the kettles sing,
And earth sinks to rest
Until next spring.
Clyde Watson

November, and the days draw in tight so that darkness always seems to be
hovering at the edges. The garden becomes still and damp pervades. On
the surface there does not seem much to shout about. However, there are
good days, especially at the beginning of the month when the trees are still
holding on to their leaves, which are actually at their best colour in
November. There is nothing quite like riding a blustery wind on a bright day,
trying to catch a falling leaf and keep it safe to bring luck during the cold
months ahead.
In the flower borders
It is a good idea to leave as much winter cover as you can as this will
provide insulation to protect plants from the coldest weather and provide
crucial cover for overwintering insects. I also find that in a perennial border
many hollow-stemmed plants, such as umbellifers, Helenium and grasses
provide some interest in the winter landscape, particularly when dusted with
frost. However, if you have summer growth that has fallen or is soggy, this
can be removed as wet debris can cause the crowns of plants to rot. Any
growth you take out needs to be cut right back to the ground; this will allow
light and air in and help prevent against fungal problems.
If you grow dahlias, they will continue to flower until the first frosts, after
which you will need to lift them, dry the tubers, wrap them in newspaper and
keep them in a dry frost-free place until spring. Now is also the time to plant
tulip bulbs. Planting late is a traditional means of disease protection as the
colder temperatures help to kill off fungal diseases which may rot the bulbs.
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It is also a good time to plant bare-root hedging, roses, trees and shrubs.
Replenish gravel mulching around alpines and make sure none of the
foliage touches the soil as this can cause rotting.
In the vegetable garden
Prune autumn-fruiting raspberries to the ground after harvesting. Support
top-heavy Brassica cruciferous vegetables such as Brussels sprouts with
sturdy canes and earth-up the bases of the plants to aid stability. It is also a
good idea to cover brassicas with netting to protect against hungry pigeons.
If you store apples, as I do, check regularly for any rotten fruit and remove
immediately.
November heralds the start of winter, which can seem to stretch ahead
without end. As we enter our first winter in these troubled times it is a good
idea to perform little tasks that give us hope and remind us there is a new
year to come. I like to use enforced time indoors to clean and sharpen
treasured garden tools, knowing that it won’t be long before I will be using
them in earnest once more. Peruse a good gardening magazine and lose
yourself in photos of magnificent borders and wonderful planting schemes,
always noting how you can replicate these ideas into your own garden.
Perhaps the best way to bring a smile to your face is to sit by the fire with a
steaming cuppa and think back over the summer; admittedly, a strange one,
but one in which, for the most, part the sun shone and even the those of us
who did not identify as gardeners came to appreciate our outdoor space
and to enjoy the freedom and normality it brings.
Jo Poultney
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How well do you know your village?
After last month’s ‘Look up!’, the theme for this month is ‘Look down!’
Stella Blay
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Forthcoming events
Socially distanced services
The Methodist Church is now holding short socially distanced half-hour
services on Sunday mornings at 10.00am in the building on Main Street.
Spaces are limited to keep everyone safe – if you would like to join, please
contact: thompsonsat97@btinternet.com
Gill Thompson
Tree planting day at Bawdon Cottage Farm
Thanks to a grant from the Changing Landscapes Scheme, part of the
National Forest, we are organising a volunteer tree-planting day on
Saturday, 5th December. It will be Covid-secure and risk-assessed, so
numbers may be limited. If allowed, we will provide veggie chilli for lunch.
Anyone interested in volunteering, please email
trees@bawdoncottagefarm.org
Ed and Nina de Salis Young
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Codeword
A codeword is like a crossword puzzle, but the letters in the grid have been replaced by
numbers. Each number represents a letter of the alphabet and all 26 letters are
present. As in any crossword, the words used can include proper nouns and even
common phrases. Can you solve the puzzle? We have given you some letters to help
you get started. The solution can be found on the inside back cover. (Andy Thomson).
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The last word
Whatever the history books of the
future make of the year 2020, it
certainly hasn’t been the year that
many of us planned for.

‘In a few minutes, the Olympic
Games of the year 2020 will start.
The stadium is covered with a huge
plexiglass dome – the visitors from
Earth will have a fine view of their
home world through it.’
Usborne

But what might this year have
looked like if things hadn’t taken a
coronavirus-turn? Let’s take a look
at some alternative visions of 2020
from years gone by.

Usborne’s The World of the Future:
Future Cities from 1979 imagined a
2020 Olympiad on the moon:

Technology
Smartphones and 5G, as accurately
envisaged in a children’s book in
1995:
DK

Flying cars have long been part of
our 2020 vision – but, as writer Matt
Novak points out in Paleofuture –
The History of the Future, flying
cars always seem to be about two
years away from taking off.
Amazingly, jetpacks are now a thing
in 2020, though the £340,000 retail
price makes it pie in the sky for
most of us.

Sport
Tokyo had prepared to host the
Olympic Games this year, but
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Terrafugia / Matt Novak

‘Portable
telephones will
still be used for
business and
pleasure, but by
the year 2020,
they will all be
videophones.
Increased
bandwidth will
allow more digital
information to be
sent over the airwaves.’

Transport

Contributions to Roundabout
We publish items of interest to people living in Woodhouse and Woodhouse
Eaves that accord with our editorial policy (see inside front cover). We do
not publish notices of births, deaths or marriages, but can write up people’s
stories for them if they wish. We aim to keep most articles under 800 words.
Format: electronic copy in ‘Word’, using ‘Arial’ font, is preferred, although
we accept legible hand-written items. Digital pictures are very welcome.
What’s on: brief notification of events in the ‘What’s on’ schedule is free.
Send event details to Roundabout at the email address below. Please note
that we normally include only ‘in parish’ events, may abbreviate the details
and are not obliged to include all items submitted.
Adverts: requests for further publicity, even for charities, incur a charge per
issue of £9.50 for a quarter-page or £22.00 for a half-page. We do not
accept full-page adverts. Contact the advertising managers Amanda and
Andrew Garland on (01509) 890 839 or via the email address below.
Forthcoming events: organisers of not-for-profit or charity events may
submit a maximum of 50 words to publicise a one-off or annual event. We
may edit your submission and are not obliged to include all items submitted.
Copy deadline: see page 3. Please send material to a member of the
editorial team or by email to roundabout@woodhouse-eaves.co.uk
Answers to ‘How well do you know your village?’
Picture 1: Froggy sitting in front of its alcove on Mill Road.
Picture 2: Anchor stone at the top of Windmill Hill.
Picture 3: The Bottom of Beacon Road.
Picture 4: Outside the old police station.
Codeword Solution
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What’s on in November
Mon

2nd

6.45pm

Sat

7th

10.00am
12.00pm
10.45am
7.30pm

Sun 8th
Wed 11th

Thu

19th

7.30pm

Woodhouse Parish Council meeting,
contact Emma Crowe
Collection of difficult-to-recycle items
for Terracycle (first Saturday of every
month)
Remembrance Sunday
LRWT talk by Paula and Michael
Webster: ‘Colombia – The Country
with the Highest Biodiversity on
Earth’
LRWT talk: ‘Moles’, with Derek
Crawley

Check for more local event details on these websites:
www.woodhouse-eaves.co.uk
www.woodhouseparishcouncil.org.uk/local-events.html

Virtual
(Zoom call)
Village Hall car
park or annexe

Online, details
www.lrwt.org.uk
/events
Online, details
www.lrwt.org.uk
/events

